Correlations of structure, dynamics and function in the gramicidin channel by solid-state NMR spectroscopy.
The high resolution structure of the gramicidin A channel has been determined in a lamellar phase environment using solid-state NMR spectroscopy. While the fold is similar to previous characterizations, channel function is exquisitely dependent on structural detail. There is essentially no structural change upon cation binding and no significant change in dynamics. The cations appear to be adequately solvated in their binding site by no more than two carbonyls and no fewer than three water molecules at any one time. The relatively large number of water molecules allows for geometric flexibility and little selectivity among monovalent cations. However, the dehydration energies of cations clearly explain the selectivity for monovalent versus divalent cations. Moreover, the binding site is shown to be delocalized, resulting in a shallow potential energy well so that efficient cation conductance can be realized. The potential energy barrier at the bilayer centre has been shown to be rate limiting under certain circumstances through a correlation between conductance and the electrostatic interactions between cations at the gramicidin monomer-monomer junction and the indole dipole moments at the lipid-water interface. The dynamics are functionally important. The time-scale for carbonyl fluctuations about the C alpha-C alpha axis and kinetic rates for cation movement in the channel are the same, suggesting a correlation between molecular dynamics and kinetics. These functional correlations will be described in light of the recent K+ channel structure and the biological challenge to achieve both selectivity and efficiency.